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Abstract 
The problem of aggregating a general system of two linear Diophantine equations with integct 
coeffkients and non-negative integer variables, to form a single linear Diophantine equation with 
the same solution space, is investigated. New procedures, which generalize and nnprovc upon 
some results in the literature, are given. Some or all of the Lariables may be given upper bounds. 
13 1998 Elsevicr Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
By aggregating a system of two linear Diophantine equations with integer coetficients 
we mean reducing the system: 
(1.1) 
into a single linear Diophantine equation having the same solution space in non-negative 
integer variables: 
~(riol,+rrnz,).Y,=r,h, +t&. x, 3 0 integer. for all ,j E h’. (1.2) 
iC\ 
where N = { I.. ,II} and the multipliers tl (f 0) and t? (f 0) arc relatively prime 
integers. The main focus of this work is on finding suitable values for tl and t-. \vhich 
give small coefficients and right-hand-side value (in the sense of the absolute value) 
in the aggregated equation (I .2). 
It is obvious that any solution to system ( 1. I ) also solves (1.2) for any multipliers /I 
and t:. The reverse may be obtained by giving some conditions on the multipliers. The 
earliest work on aggregating system (1 .I ) is due to Mathews [ 171. Elmaghraby and 
Wig [7] introduce the aggregation method in number theory into the field of integer 
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linear programming (ILP). By sequentially reducing the original constraints to a single 
constraint, the original ILP problem can be reduced to an equivalent general knapsack 
problem (KP) in m - 1 steps, where m is the number of original constraints of the 
ILP problem. Therefore, the ILP problem can be solved by solving the KP. If this 
KP is easier to be solved than the original ILP problem and its construction can be 
accomplished in a reasonable amount of time, aggregation is worthwhile. 
Many methods have been given for aggregating system (1.1). For example, see the 
works of (arranged alphabetically): Anthonisse [I], Babayev and Glover [2], Babayev 
and Mardanov [4], Bradley [5], Elimam and Elmaghraby [6], Garfinkel and Nemhauser 
[S], Glover [9], Glover and Babayev [lo], Glover and Woolsey [l 11, Greenberg [13], 
Hammer and Rosenberg [14], Kendall and Zionts [15], Lin [16], Onyekwelu [18], 
Padberg [19], and Zhu [20]. 
One approach to the aggregation problem is provided in [9]. To aggregate a non- 
homogeneous system (1.1) (i.e. a system with at least one bj # 0), Glover constructs ti 
and t2 that must satisfy n inequalities. Similar to this work, some procedures to achieve 
a single inequality for tI and t2 to aggregate non-homogeneous and homogeneous 
systems (1.1) are devised in [6]. The same approach for non-homogeneous systems 
(1.1) is taken in [4, 13, 201. 
In this paper we assume that for a general system (1.1) and aggregated equa- 
tion (1.2) the first p individual variables have been given upper bounds, i.e. xi < ui 
(j=l,..., p; p < n). We first give a basic theorem and then some procedures, resulting 
from the theorem, for solving the aggregation problem. These aggregation procedures 
generalize and improve upon some results in the literature. 
2. The basic result 
We use the following notation: 
N=(l)..., p )...) n}, Wj =claq - czalj, (jEN), 
wo = qal,o - cla2,o = qbl - qb2, x0= 1, 
iEI={1,2}, S(X)=S(X;c,,c2)= c wjxJ, 
jEh’U{O} 
-cx <L d ,n& S(X), max S(X) d U < +c=o, 
, XETz 
r, = {X: x =(x, ,..., xp ,..., x,) satisfying (l.l)}, 
T2 = {X: X = (xl,. .xp, . . . ,x,) satisfying (1.2)}, 
where the {cl} are arbitrary given integers with Ci # 0 for at least one i EZ, and L and 
I/ are any values satisfying the given inequalities. Obviously, Ti 2 T2, and if L > 0 or 
U <O, then system (1.1) is infeasible. 
In the following, we have 
Proof. Let X = {.Y, } be any member of r,. Then 
for some integer q. It follows from (I .2) that 
c U~,.Y, = 1’2 - tlq. 
,c z 
12.; ) 
because ti and 12 are relatively prime integers. 
Since L< minyEr,S(X), so -L3 maxYE-r, -S(X). By (2.1 ), we have 
The above last equality is true because iS( 20, i.e. trcl $- t2c.z has been guaranteed 
to be positive by (2.1). So 1 > (q/, Therefore, cl = 0 and X E TI Thus PI + 7’;. and 
therefore T, = r,. 17 
In normal circumstances. it is difficult to obtain values for minv T, S(.I. ) and 
maxyi7_ S(X) directly, since each is a single equality constrained (1,. t2 )-par-mwtet 
ILP problem with the first p individual variables having been given upper bounds 
However. under certain conditions the corresponding lower and upper bound \~aluc~ 
L and li can be obtained. In Sections 3-5, we shall use Theorem 2.1 to aggregate 
system ( I. I ) with some additional conditions. 
3. The system with no given upper bounded variables 
In this section, let p = 0 in system (I. 1 ), i.e. a prior stipulation of indi\ idual \%ablc 
upper bounds on ( I. 1) is not required. Two cases are discussed. 
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3.1. Cue I 
In this case, we assume {a;j}, {bi}, {ti} m s s em y t (1.1) are positive integers, 
and {c;} are arbitrary given integers with c, > 0 for at least one iE I. 
It is easy to see that the problems of minx t r2 S(X) and maxxEr2 S(X) are equality 
constrained (tr, tl)-parameter KPs. In the following we obtain values for L and C’ by 
two methods. First we derive an inequality: 
Lemma 3.1. Let the numbel=v dl and d2 be real, al and al be positive, and 11 and 12 
be non-negative ivith at least one 1, >O (i El). Then the jtillo,t,in<g inequality holds: 
114 + lzdz 
llal + l2a2 
(3.1) 
Proof. Assume dl/al 3d2/a2. Then max{d~/a~,d~/a2} =dllal. Let dl/al = h, d2,laz = 
k, where h and k are real. Then 
lldl + Id2 Ilhal + lzka2 h(llal + /2a2) dl 
llal + l2a2 11~1 + 12a2 
d----------- 
llai + 12a2 al ’ 
g 
One method to obtain values for L and U is based on a property of the continu- 
ous KP: 
max c 9x1 
it.V 
s.t. c a,x/ = b, 
jw 
xi>O, for all jEN, 
(3.2) 
where the a, > 0, h 20, and C, are arbitrary. The optimal value of the objective func- 
tion is ck . b/ax with an optimal solution: .x: = b/ak, and x,* = 0 otherwise, where 
maxiEN {cj/a,} = ck/ax. The value [ck h/ak] is an integer upper bound of the objective 
function of the corresponding integer KP, where 1.~1 is the greatest integer <x. 
We use the notation 
where A,, = - “,/ai,, BO = w,/ai,, for all iE I and ,j~ N. We have 
Theorem 3.1. For arbitrury positiw integers {a;i} and {b,}, let {c,} be arbitrary 
given integers jvith c, > 0 ,fbr at least one i E I. Then (1. I ) is equivalent to (1.2) lf 
~ICI + t2c2> max{-Lr, Ur}, (3.3) 
where (ti) are relatively prime positive integers. 
Hence, 
min S(,Y ) > itlo - 
.\ - r? 
t~$~{[bi'l~~.'iIj]}. 
‘Thus, ,!,I and L:l can be used as L and L’ in condition (2.1 ) of Theorem 2.1. Therefore. 
system ( I. I ) is equivalent to Eq. (1.2). 
In the following, we derive another method to obtain Lalues for L and L; in the 
condition (3.1 ) by using the upper bound on the sum of a subset of the variables, 
respectively. We use the notation: 
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hence, 
max 
/YET, 
Therefore, 
Similarly, we have 
max 
XET> 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
and 
Hence, 
Therefore, L2 and U; can be used as L and U in condition (2.1) of Theorem 2.1. 0 
As a special case, if c, = b;, (ill), then Wj 2 z.7 = bla2, -blalj, (Jo N), and wo = 0. 
Condition (3.4) is written as 
tl b, + t2b2 > max{ -L2, UZ}, (3.7) 
where 
There is an aggregation procedure in Theorem 2 in [13]: 
Theorem 2 (Greenberg [13]). Given aij and b; positive integer v&es ji)r (l.l), take 
?? as the gveutest integer suti$+ing 
Comparing condition (3.7) with condition (3.8) it is easy to see that 
Hence, our Theorem 3.2 generalizes and improves upon the procedure in [ 121. 
3.2. cast II 
In this case, we assume {ati} and hl are arbitrary integers, (~2,) and h? are positive 
integers, (‘, = h,, (i E I). We use the following notation: 
ali Qlk min - =-, 
al; aI/ 
max - = - 
; t L i > a?i a2/, { 1 .iW a2, a2/ 
Then the {E,} defined above have the following property: 
Proof. We know that if L > 0 (or U <0) then system ( 1. I ) is infeasible. Thus. it is 
easy to see that if for all ,j E N, zli > 0 (or < 0), then the non-homogeneous system ( 1. I ) 
is infeasible. In other words, if there exists X = {x,} satisfying ( I, 1 ) then 
r,,<o Mb, -h2~~<0 and rj:>O (3.10) 
a2./, 
for at least one ,jr and at least one j2. 
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Since 61 - bzx is a decreasing function of x, for all jE N we have 
61 -b2.(atkl~)~k -bhz.(a1ila2,)3br -b2.(atl/a~). 
From (3.10) and (3.11) we obtain (3.9). 0 
(3.11) 
Note that Lemma 3.2 is essentially the first part of the theorem of Mattews, presented 
in other words, see [l l] (we appreciate this being pointed out by one referee). 
Using Theorem 2.1, a sufficient condition for aggregating system (1.1) is proved. 
Theorem 3.3. Let {ali} and bl be arbitrary integers, and let {az,} and b2 be positive 
integers. Then (1.1) is equivalent to (1.2) ij’ 
tjalk + tza2x > max{vk, 0} and tlall + tzaz/> max{-cl, 0}, 
where {t,} are relatively prime integers. 
(3.12) 
Proof. Let 
tlaij + t2azi>0, for all ,j E N, (3.13) 
and 
tlbl + t2b2 >O. (3.14) 
Then the problems of minxErz S(X; bl , b2) and maxxErz S(X; bl ,b2) are equality con- 
strained (tl, tz)-parameter KPs. Using the property of the continuous KP (see (3.2)), 
we have 
= (tlbl + t262). z${(h - b2 (aljla2.,))/ C~I (alila2i) + t2>> 
= (tlh + t2b2). {(h - b2 (alk/a2k>>/(fl (alk/a2k) + f2)) 
2 uj. 
The third equality above can be proved by a property of the function ,f(x) = 
(bl - bzx)/(tlx + tz). This function is decreasing in x since 
f’(x) = ~ (t,bl + t2bz)/(tlx + t~)~ ~0. 
Similarly, we have 
= (tlbl + th). {(h - 62 (alda2/>>l(tl (al/la> + h)} 
eLj. 
Therefore, Ls and Us can be used as L and U in condition (2.1) of Theorem 2. I. Hence, 
under conditions (3.13) and (3.14) system (1.1) is equivalent to equation ( I .2) if 
tlhl + t2h2 > max{ -Lj, Uj}. (3.15) 
Condition (3.15) is equivalent to the condition 
Since fls -+ t? is a monotonic function of X, it is easy to prove that 
tlal, + t2a2, >o, V,I’EN H tlalh + t2a2k >O and tlui( + tlu2/>0. (3.17) 
Therefore, condition (3.13) can be replaced by tlalk + tluzh >O and tlul, + t~u~/>O 
in (3.12). 
If system (1.1) is feasible, by condition (3.13) and the non-negativity assumption of 
(xi}, condition (3.14) is naturally satisfied. Hence. from conditions (3.16) and (3.17) 
we have that when ( 1.1) is feasible, ( 1.1 ) is equivalent to ( I .2) under condition (3.12 ). 
If system ( 1.1 ) is infeasible, after using condition (3.12) t1 hl + tlb2 in system ( 1.3) 
is either >O or 60. In the first case, condition (3.14) is naturally satisfied and can be 
removed. In the last case, (1 .l ) and the aggregated equation ( 1.2) are also equivalent 
because both of them are infeasible. Therefore, additional condition (3.14). in fact, is 
not required to be specified at all. Thus, from conditions (3.16) and (3.17) WC have 
that (3.12) is a sufficient condition for the equivalence of ( I. 1 ) and ( I .2). Lo 
There is an aggregation result in Theorem 1 in [9]: 
Theorem 1 (Glover [9]). Suppose ull {a,,} un~l { 6,) uw intryers ,\.itlz ut kist OIIC o/’ 
hl und h? not xro, and let tj nnd t2 be relutiwly prime intrgers. Tiwn ( I, I ) is 
rquiwht to ( 1.2) provided 
tlal, + t,az,3lblulj - b\uzil=1’.,1. ,fijr ~11 j~h (3.18) 
cm1 (3.18) holds as u strict ineyualit~~3 ,fiw j E J, uhere J is ~17~’ (nonetvpt~~) .ruh,sct of 
N such tllut ull non-neyatiae integer sollrtions to (1.2) scttisjj. x, > 0 ,for itt leust otw 
,jEJ. 
Condition (3.18) is suitable for aggregating a general non-homogeneous system ( 1.1 ). 
It requires the {t,} to satisfy II inequalities, where M is the number of the variables 
in ( 1.1). For the case we discuss here, where (~1, } and h, are arbitrary integers and 
{Ulj} and hl are positive integers. Theorem 3.3 requires that the {t,} satisfy two 
inequalities, and if rk ~0 or L‘/ >O, from condition (3.9) we have known that ( 1. I ) is 
infeasible before using Theorem 3.3 to aggregate the system ( 1.1). 
From (3.17) we know that after using Theorem 3.3, the aggregated equation ( I .2) 
has positive coefficients {tla,, + tzuz,}. Theorem 3.3 can be extended to aggregate 
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system (1.1) with a parametric integer br E [b, G], where bl and & are given integers, - 
to the form (1.2) with positive coefficients (t1ar.j + t*alj}. 
Corollary 3.1. For arbitrary integers {ali} and parametric integer bl E [by, 611, let 
{azj} and 62 be positive integers. Then (1.1) is equivalent to (1.2) !f 
tiQ1.k + t2a2k > max{hazk - b2alk, o} (3.19) 
tlall + t2m > max{bm, - hw, 01, 
where {tl} are relatively prime integers. 
(3.20) 
Proof. To any given integer by E [h, &I, from (3.19) and (3.20) it follows that 
tlalk + t2a2k > max(bya2k - b2aIk, O}, 
and 
tlal, + t2az > max{bzalr - byazr, O}. 
Hence, condition (3.12) in Theorem 3.3 has been satisfied. q 
As an application, Corollary 3.1 can be used to develop an approach for the knapsack 
problem (see Section 6). 
4. The system with all upper bounded variables 
In this section, let p= n, i.e. all of the individual variables have been given upper 
bounds in (1.1) and (1.2). We use the notation: 
L4= WO - C /Wjl Id-j, U4=WO + C WJ Uj, 
M’, < 0 w,>o 
where all j EN. We have 
Theorem 4.1. For arbitrary integer coeficients {a,j} and {bi}, let {ci} be arbitrary 
given integers with c; # 0 for at least one i EI. Then the bounded system (1 .l) is 
equivalent to the bounded single equation (1.2) if 
tlcl + t2c2 > max{-L4, U4}, 
where (ti) are relatively prime integers. 
(4.1) 
Proof. Because x, < Uj for all j E N, then 
.wwOl 
WjXj <WC) + $?c C W>Xj d WO + C Wj Llj. 
w, > 0 l(l, >a 
Hence. L.t and Lj can be used as L and U in condition (2. I ) of’ Theorem 2.1. 
There is a procedure in [6] for aggregating a O&l non-homogeneous system ( I I ): 
Corollary 2 (Elimam and Elmaghraby [h]). For whitwry integrr cm$icients {(I,, }. 
To aggregate the O-l non-homogeneous system 
condition (4.1 ) we have 
( 1.1). letting c, = h, and II, = I. from 
Hence, Theorem 4.1 generalizes and improves upon Corollary 2 in [6]. 
Theorem 4.1 is also suitable for directly aggregating a homogeneous system ( 1. I ). 
Letting (‘, = C,G,z’ a,, (or 1 ), bi = 0, u, = 1, for all i E I and ,j E N in condition (4.1 ), 
it is easy to see that our result implies the following result (or condition (24) in [6]): 
Theorem 4 (Elimam and Elmaghraby [6]). For 0, 1 intryrr rwricrblrs x,. arhitror:l~ 
cYwficYenr.r (I,,, i = 1, 2 and jE N; and h, = 0 .fbr i = I, 2, t/w? (1 1 ) is cyriwknt IO 
( 1.2) provided 
To illustrate our procedure, consider the O-l homogeneous system, which is dis- 
cussed in [h]. 
Example 5 (Elimam and Elmaghraby [h]). Aggregate 
3x, + 8s: T 7x3 + 4x4 ~ 2x5 + x,, - 19s, = 0, 
2x-I t 7x2 + 7x3 + 3x4 - Xg + Xg - I 7x, = 0. 
x, = { 0, I }. for all ,j E iv. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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First we use Theorem 4 of [6] in this example. From condition (4.3) we have 
2t, + 2t2 > 12, 
i.e. 
tl + t2>6. (4.6) 
In [6] values tl = 3 and t2 = 4 are chosen and the aggregated equation is 
17x, + 52x2 + 49x3 + 24x4 - 1 Oxs + 7x1, - I 25x7 = 0, (4.7) 
x/ = (0, 11, for all jEN. 
It is also stated in [6] that, for this example, Theorem 4 in [6] appears to dominate 
Theorem 3 in [6]. 
Now, apply our Theorem 4.1 to Example 5 in [6]. Letting cl = Clth’ al, =2 and 
~2 = xjEN aIi = 2, from condition (4.1) we have L4 = - 6 and r/, = 6, then 
2t, + 2tz >6, 
i.e. 
t1 + t2>3. 
Putting tl = 3, we obtain t2 = 1 and the aggregated equation: 
11xi+31x~+28x~+15x4-7x5+4x6-74x,=0, 
Xi = {O,I>, for all jEN, 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
whose coefficients are smaller than in (4.7) (in the sense of the absolute value). 
5. The system with special conditions 
In this section, we discuss the case of a general system ( 1 .l) with some special 
conditions. 
In [4], for the system (1.1) with arbitrary integer coefficients { ai,}, bi 3 0 integer for 
ill and the restriction hi + 62 > 0, the following notation is used: 
G=D” (x1$ XjidJ. 
X=(x,,x2 )...) x,)ED= {Xl O,<x, du,, integer}, 
where Uj are given numbers, U is an upper bound on the sum EYE, x,, obtained either 
as a value that is imposed externally or is derived from system ( 1. l), and (1 .l ) is 
considered under the possible additional condition: XE D. To the non-homogeneous 
system (1. l), there is 
In the assumption of the theorem, the condition C,+_,V X, < 15: has been ubcd. II‘ I’ 
is obtained as a value that is derived from system ( I. 1 ). the final aggregated result ha\ 
Eq. (1.2) and inequality xit,, s, < U as well. 
In the following, we give a generalized result using Theorem 2.1 for the gcncral 
system ( I. 1 ) having the first p individual integer variables bounded. 
Notation: 
.Y=(.\. ,....._ Y/‘.,YI’+ I,.... x,,)ED, 
0=(X: O<Xj<U, integer, ,j= I ..,,, [I; OS.\-, integer. j= I’7 l..... II}. 
where values C’, and V2 are derived from the aggregated equation (1.2 1. We gi\ c 
Since Eq. ( 1.2) has the solution set 
T, = {X-: (_I-,.. ..xp,s,,+~. ,x,,) satisfying ( 1.2)}. 
then 7’, 2 D. At the same time, I,, _ o s, < 1’1 and C,, 3_,I X, < IJ’; are two fixed 
properties of Eq. (I .2). Therefore, using a similar method as in the proof ot 
Theorem 4. I, it is easy to prove that Lj and I/‘5 can be used as L and L’ in con- 
dition (2. I ) of Theorem 2.1. The proof is omitted. Note that after using the proccdurc, 
the tinal aggregated result has no inequalities I,, <,, .T, < 1; and c,, a(, X, < 1’1 since 
both of them come from (I .2) and can be considered as redundant constraints. 
If i> = 0. II,, > 0 and h, > 0 for all i E I and ,j t :I,‘, Theorem 3.2 in Section 3 may be rc- 
garded as a special case of the Theorem 5. I. If p : IZ. and the conditions C,, _,(, _t-! i 1 .I 
and c,,, z_I, X, < If2 are ignored, i.e. G1 = Gz = D arc assumed. Theorem 3. I in Sec- 
tion 4 may be regarded as another special case of Theorem 5.1. 
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Apply Theorem 5.1 to an example below, that is a slightly revised form of an 
example discussed in [6, 9, 13, 201. 
Example 5.1. Aggregate 
7x1 + 9x2 + 5x3 + 10x4 = 84, 6x, + 7x2 + 5x3 + 9.~ = 72, (5.3) 
XI, x2, x3, x4 > 0 integers. 
In this example, all the coefficients are positive integers. Assuming ct = 61 = 84 and 
c2 = b2 = 72, we have ~1 = 0, v2 = - 60, 213 = 60 and v4 = 36. From the aggregated 
equation (1.2) of (5.3) and using formulae (3.5) and (3.6) in Section 3, we have 
x2 < max{ 184/9J, 172/71} = 10 = VI, 
x3 + x4 d max{ 184/5J, [72/5J } = 16 = V2. 
It is easy to see that system (5.3) is equivalent to the bounded system (5.4): 
7x, + 9x2 + 5x3 + 10x4 = 84, 6x1 + 7x2 + 5x3 + 9x4 = 72, (5.4) 
O<xt<l2, O<x2<9, O<<x3<14, O<x4<8, integers, 
where UI = 12, u2 = 9, 2.~3 = 14, u4 = 8, p = n = 4, and 
D={X: O<Xj<Uj integer, jEN={1,2,3,4}}. 
Thus, 
G, =Dn{X: x2610}, GZ=Dn{X: ~3+xq<l6}. 
We have 
-Ls = x”,“G” { 60x2} = 60 .9 = 540, 
I 
U,= ~:;{6Ox3 +36x4)=60.14+36.2=912. 
7 
Hence, if the relatively prime positive integers {ti} satisfy condition 
84t, + 72t2 >912, 
i.e. 
7t, + 6t2 > 76, (5.5) 
then the bounded system (5.4), i.e. system (5.3), is always equivalent to the bounded 
single Eq. (1.2). 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, starting with ideas given in [4, 6, 9, 13, 201, we develop some proce- 
dures based on a new technique (Theorem 2.1) for the aggregation problem. Our work 
generalizes and improves upon some aggregation procedures devised in [6] and the 
procedure provided in [13]. The aggregated result is always guaranteed to be a single 
linear Diophantine equation. 
Our results have a number of general properties. Letting arbitrary integer parame- 
ters {c,}. that satisfy c, # 0 for at least one i ~1 = { 1,2}, be taken as given. a corre- 
sponding sufftcient condition on the multipliers {t, } for the aggregation problem may 
bc obtained. In [6], some aggregation criteria are provided. Hence, for aggregating 
a non-homogeneous system, we may choose c, = hi; for aggregating a homogeneous 
system, we may choose c, = C,t,2, a,, or I for all ill. In addition, we have dealt 
with two special cases: on the one hand, the case in which is all of the individual 
variables have been given upper bounds and on the other, no upper bounds. The giicn 
procedures may also synthetically be applied to the general case wherein a subset of 
the individual variables have been given upper bounds. 
Recently, Clover and Babayev [lo] integrated some ideas expressed in [5. I I. 191. 
and obtained some new results for aggregating a general linear or non-linear system. 
They derive cases wherein individual bounds on multipliers rI and t? are required. Our 
basic result on the aggregation problem discussed in this paper is that 11 and 1~ arc 
required to satisfy a single inequality. 
One of the aggregation results in [IO] is used to develop a new and efficient approach 
to solve the inequality constrained knapsack problem, see Babayev et al. [3]. The 
efficiency of the presented method in [3] is mainly due to the efficiency of algorithms 
used to test the consistency of the resulting aggregated equation. Aggregation conditions 
(finding suitable multipliers tl and t2 to aggregate the objective function and knapsack 
constraint) for the KP, that is similar to aggregation conditions for the KP given in 1.31. 
can be directly derived from Corollary 3.1 (based on Theorem 2.1) in this paper. It is 
easy to see that both of these aggregation conditions for the KP. which are obtained by 
different methods, dominate aggregation conditions for the KP given by Greenberg (sx 
Theorem I in [ 121). 
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